
Space Organization Coaching Points

Duration: 10mins
Set-up: 10x10 Yard boxes with 3 players per grid and 

1 ball
Instructions: 
- Players stand diagonally across from each other in 

grid with 2 players in 1 line and 1 in the other.
 - Players pass and follow to join back of opposite line
 - Receiving player takes first touch around oncoming 
player and then continues sequence

Progression; Try different receive/pass combinations 
i.e/
Outside Right Foot Receive – Right Foot Pass
Outside Left Foot Receive –Left Foot Pass
Inside Right Foot Receive – Left Foot Pass
Inside Left Foot Receive – Right Foot Pass

Quality of Pass (Remember your  ABC”S!)
1st Touch away from pressure
-Keep the ball moving at all times
-Good Communication
-Close down quickly to put receiving player under 
realistic pressure (without trying to win the ball
-Keep your head up
-How many passes can you make in a row without 
making a mistake?

Duration: 20mins
Set-up: 25 x30 yard field with Goal at each end. Two 

teams with Goalkeepers and supply of balls by 
each goal

Instructions
-A1 and A2 play against B1
-After Conclusion by the A’s or if B1 wins the ball, he 

(or GK) must pass out to B2 as quickly as possible
-A1 and A2 cannot defend as they lose the ball and 

must return back to their line
-B1 and B2 attack against A3 who has now entered 

the field of play
-After the conclusion by the B’s or if A3 wins the ball 

he (or GK) must pass out to A4 as quickly as 
possible and the drill continues with an attack 
against B3

-Play 1st to 5 and repeat.  

-Utilize whole space and make field as big as possible
-Player without the ball make runs away from the ball
-1st Touch away from pressure
-Be positive in attack
-Use of Give and Go’s to beat player
-Use of moves
-When to pass/when to dribble
-Quick Transitions
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Age  Grades 5 and 6
Topic: Attacking Play
Sub Topic: Passing and Receiving
Coach:
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Age Group: Grades 5 and 6
Topic: Attacking Play
Sub Topic: Passing and Receiving
Coach:

Space Organization Coaching Points

Duration: 25mins
Set-up: 30x40 yard field with goal at each end. Two 

Teams with Goalkeepers and supply of balls 
behind each goal

Instructions: 
• As above but 3v2

-1st  Touch away from pressure
-Penetrate down the middle with teammates giving 
width
-Utilize whole space
-Be positive, attack space behind defense
-Play offside
-Quick Transitions from defense to Offense
-Shoot Early and Quickly

Duration: 20mins
Set-up: 30x30 yard field with 2 small gates on each 

end line
Instructions: 
• Play 4 v4 possession in the middle with 2 players 

from each team standing behind one of the gates. 
• One team attacks one end line and the other 

team attacks the other
• To score a point player must pass through one of 

the gates for their waiting teammate to control

Progression; Use Outside players as Neutrals, if Team 
scores on one side they retain possession and attack 
the other.

*Be sure to finish with a regular game*

 -Utilize Whole Space
-1st Touch away from pressure
-Recognize numbers up situations and exploit with 
speed
-Use of Give and Go’s and Overlaps


